1734 x 1200 mm lighted mirror with demister and Maxiclean treatment

Ref. A812223000

The pure, straight lines of this lighted mirror complement the collection and
enhance the harmony of the Armani/Roca bathroom space. This stylish piece,
which measures 1734 x 1200 mm, offers a functional solution for the beauty
area and is ideal for use with the 1800 mm vanity units, reinforcing the
harmony and symmetry of the bathroom furniture. Featuring lateral illumination
and atmospheric lighting at the top and base, the mirror also boasts an electric
demisting system that prevents condensation and the inconvenience of a
steamed-up surface. It has also been treated with Maxiclean, an exclusive
Roca solution that repels water and limescale, making cleaning easier and
ensuring that the elegant appearance of the bathroom space remains intact.
Ambient light position: Upper and lower
Ambient light power (W): 35
Ambient light type: Fluorescent
Frame material: Stainless steel
Ingress Protection Rating of the light: IP 21
Installation type: Wall-hung
Light type: Fluorescent
Lighting: Integrated in the mirror
Mirror orientation: Horizontal
Number of lights: 4
Power per light (W): 54
Shape: Rectangular

Dimensions
Length: 41 mm.
Width: 1734 mm.
Height: 1200 mm.

Optional
A8164860.. Built-in cabinet with magnifying
mirror, electrical outlets, shelf and courtesy
light. Door left-handed
A8164800.. Built-in cabinet with magnifying
mirror, electrical outlets, shelf and courtesy
light. Door right-handed

Compatible with
A8567178.. 1200 mm wall-hung furniture for
under-counter washbasin and deck-mounted
basin mixer
A8565378.. 1200 mm wall-hung furniture for
countertop washbasin and deck-mounted
basin mixer
A8565358.. 1800 mm wall-hung furniture for 2
countertop washbasins and deck-mounted
basin mixers
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